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Film:

Film Evaluation

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Are you a filmmaker? Yes / No
Name: (Optional)

[ ] Probably not

[ ] Probably

[ ] Definitely

____________________

[ ] Definitely not

Comments

[ ] Way too long

Excellent

[ ] Too long

Good

[ ] Just right

Satisfactory

[ ] Too short

_____________________________

Needs
work

Would you recommend this movie to friends and family?
How would you rate the length of the film?

Don’t
know

List one thing in the film that came as a surprise.
Item

Comments

whatyougottoknow.com

Film:

Did the film capture and keep your attention?

Would you watch this film if it was on TV / Netflix ?

Did the film make you laugh?

Did the film capture and keep your attention?

Film Evaluation

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Are you a filmmaker? Yes / No
Name: (Optional)

[ ] Probably not

[ ] Probably

[ ] Definitely

____________________

[ ] Definitely not

[ ] Way too long

Comments

Comments

[ ] Too long

Yes

Excellent

[ ] Just right

Good

Somewhat

Circle the genre(s) that best describes the film. (IMD genres):
Action Adventure Animation Biography Comedy Crime
Documentary Drama Family Fantasy GameShow History
Horror Music Musical Mystery News Pirate Romance
SciFi Sitcom Sport Thriller War Western

No

Satisfactory

[ ] Too short

_____________________________

Needs
work

Would you recommend this movie to friends and family?
How would you rate the length of the film?

Don’t
know

List one thing in the film that came as a surprise.
Item

Did the film make you laugh?

Did you care about the characters in the story?

Questions

Story/Plot/Script
Acting
Dialog
Directing
Camera work / Cinematography
Music & Audio
Editting
Set design/Props/Costumes

Yes

Story/Plot/Script
Acting
Dialog
Directing
Camera work / Cinematography
Music & Audio
Editting
Set design/Props/Costumes

Somewhat

Overall opinion
General Comments:

No

Overall opinion
General Comments:

Questions

Would you watch this film if it was on TV / Netflix ?

What was the best thing?

Did you care about the characters in the story?

What was the best thing?
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Thank you for your input !

What was the worst thing?

Circle the genre(s) that best describes the film. (IMD genres):
Action Adventure Animation Biography Comedy Crime
Documentary Drama Family Fantasy GameShow History
Horror Music Musical Mystery News Pirate Romance
SciFi Sitcom Sport Thriller War Western

What was the worst thing?

Thank you for your input !
By Rob McCormack  2016
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http://www.dvxuser.com
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